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UAVs are relevant for monitoring cliff faces. In this study, several flights are performed with various
imaging angles (nadir, 20�, 30� and 40� off-nadir) to assess the impact of the imaging angle on the 3D cliff
face reconstruction. Occlusions issues arising with sub-vertical cliffs make nadir surveys nearly irrele-
vant. The results obtained with 20�, 30� and 40� off-nadir imaging angles are satisfactory regarding tex-
ture restitution and accuracy with respectively 5.5 cm, 5.9 cm and 4.9 cm of error, higher tilting angles
yielding better reconstructions on sub-vertical or overhanging parts of the cliff. This article also investi-
gates other parameters affecting tiepoint detection on the cliff face, as the effective overlap, the UAV-cliff
face distance and the cliff face illumination. Guidelines are provided for UAV survey parameterization,
aiming at capturing the whole cliff face with a good trade-off between distance to the cliff, flight height
and spatial resolution of the photographs.

� 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Coastal cliffs erosion is a significant hazard for the safety of peo-
ple, buildings, utilities and infrastructure settled close to the coast-
line, especially given the a priori sudden and episodic nature of the
erosion process in time and space. Risk management relies on reg-
ular diagnosis of the cliff face and assessment of the erosion rate.
For very dynamic environments, like coastal chalk cliffs, frequent
monitoring with high accuracy and high spatial resolution (no
more than a few centimeters) is needed to detect rock falls and
debris falls, quantify the eroded volumes and reveal the patterns
of cliff failure, with the objective to better understand the pro-
cesses triggering cliff failures (e.g.: [1,2]).

In situ direct measurements in these environments with sub-
vertical relief are challenging [3]. Field surveys can be risky for
the operators and data over sufficiently large portions of the coast-
line are needed to ensure spatial representativity. Remote sensing
methods exist, either using photogrammetric techniques or laser
scanner technologies, with different platforms operating at differ-
ent ranges from the imaged target. Far-range remote sensing could
be a solution in the future, but for now, satellite and aerial data do
not enable to observe subtle changes because their resolution is
not sufficient and because they generally capture only the cliff
top [4]. Thus, considering their high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion, their low cost and their operational flexibility, near-range
remote sensing methods (land-based or using UAVs) are
increasingly used for the cliff face monitoring [4–8].

Among these near-range remote sensing methods, high-
resolution measurements of the cliff face topography have been
mainly performed with Terrestrial Laser Scanners (TLS)
[4,7,9–12]. TLS surveys yield accurate and dense 3D point clouds,
nevertheless a TLS is an expensive equipment, allowing to cover
only limited areas in the range of few hundreds of meters of coast-
line in a day of survey. Furthermore, because they are cumbersome
to set-up in the field, they required easy access and are therefore
only suitable to certain sites. As they are operated from the fore-
shore at the cliff foot, a sufficient distance from the cliff is needed
to optimize the field of view. Depending on the study area, some
parts of the cliff face may be invisible regardless of the choice of
TLS station on the beach. As reported in [13], boat-based Mobile
Laser Scanning (MLS) enables to quickly scan a long coastline (sev-
eral kilometers of coastline scanned in one hour) with median
point spacing up to 10 cm, providing that meteorological and mar-
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ine conditions are favorable and that it is possible to sail close to
the shore. The use of TLS or MLS is therefore very dependent on
coastal morphology, logistics and weather conditions.

Other near-range remote sensing methods offer interesting pos-
sibilities. Aerial LiDAR operated from Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) could become a potential alternative method in the future.
At present time, the choice of on-boarded positioning sensors is
very restricted because of limited payload constraints. As a conse-
quence, direct georeferencing of UAV-borne LiDAR data is still
poorly accurate (e.g. around 2.5 m according to [14]). Terrestrial
photogrammetry can be an effective survey method for cliff face
reconstruction, providing data at centimeter resolution, being easy
to implement and low cost [5,7,15]. Nevertheless, easy and safe
access to the area is necessary and some parts of the cliff may be
invisible from a terrestrial point of view.

Here, we examine the capabilities of photogrammetric surveys
of cliffs from UAVs. Unlike LiDAR, SfM photogrammetry does not
require direct georeferencing. Also, unlike TLS or terrestrial pho-
togrammetry, photogrammetric UAVs enable to quickly collect
stereo-photographs over a large extent (about 600 m of coastline
covered in 8 min), with reduced effects of occlusion and without
needing to access the foot of the cliff because the take-off and land-
ing can be performed at the cliff top [3,7,16,17]. Furthermore, an
advantage of photogrammetric UAV surveys is the possibility to
change the viewing angle by tilting the camera in order to optimise
the coverage of the cliff face and avoid occlusions. Some studies
combine nadir and oblique (60� off-nadir) imagery collected over
several UAV flights [3,18]. In [16], photographs from three flight
paths with various aiming direction (horizontal, 45� oblique and
vertical) are combined, mainly in order to limit distortions. In
[6], images are taken with horizontal axis orientation and with
the axis tilted 45� downward. For forestry applications, UAV sur-
veys are usually performed with a tilt angle of 45� [19]. The view-
ing angle for oblique imagery is also a key issue for
photogrammetric surveys in urban context [20,21]. The aim of
the present study is to assess the impact of the imaging angle on
3D reconstruction of the cliff face and to identify the most relevant
angle range. In this context, several flights have been performed
with a different imaging angle for each flight. The angles have been
chosen between nadir and 40� off-nadir because it is the range of
angles that can be achieved by agile satellites for high resolution
imagery (lower than 1 m), such as the Pleiades satellites that are
likely to play be exploited for in coastal monitoring applications.
Based on the present study, some guidelines are also provided to
parametrize UAV surveys.
2. Study area

The area selected for this methodological study is a well-
documented site, part of the DYNALIT observatory (French
observatory of littoral zone dynamics), located along the English
Channel, near the Cap d’Ailly in Varengeville-sur-Mer (NW of
France, Normandy, Seine-Maritime) (Fig. 1a). This portion of the
coastline belongs to the northeastern part of the Parisian sedimen-
tary Basin, where the Pays de Caux plateau abruptly ends in cliffs.
This part of Seine-Maritime coastline is named the Alabaster Coast
because coastal cliffs are white, made of chalk with flints of
Upper Cretaceous [22,23] (Fig. 1b). At the top of the chalk strata
lies a bed of clay and sandy sediment about 2–10 m thick, of
Tertiary age (Paleogene) [24], which gives a brown color to the cliff
(Fig. 1b).

In this area, the studied cliff is about 40 m high, with a sub-
vertical slope (from 75� to 90�) (Fig. 1c), and is cut by a dry valley,
called Petit Ailly. At this location, the average tidal range is 8 m
(macrotidal environment), uncovering at low tide a foreshore char-
acterized by a wide shore platform slightly inclined toward the sea
and a gravel barrier near the cliff foot contact. Thanks to the large
tidal range, the wide platform and the dry valley offering an easy
access to the foreshore, the entire cliff face can be observed from
the foreshore (Fig. 1b). According to the surveys of the cliff top evo-
lution on vertical aerial photographs (1966–2008, [25]) and of the
cliff face evolution by terrestrial laser scanning (2010–2017, [26]),
the erosion value is of 0.36 m/year. Both layers (chalk and Tertiary
strata) are prone to erosion, which explains the high annual retreat
rate in this area, in comparison with average regional retreat rate
(0.15 m/year from Cap d’Antifer to Le Tréport, 1966–2008 [25]).
The modalities of erosion include rock falls (large-scale move-
ments affecting all or part of the cliff face) and debris falls (very
small blocks or flakes (up to a decimeter scale) falling from across
the cliff face) [27]. Falls (from few m3 to hundreds of thousands
m3) are ubiquitous across the cliff face.

3. Material and methods

The drone survey was realized using a DS6 electric hexacopter
platform provided by DroneSys (Fig. 2), thereafter named DRELIO.
This multi-rotor UAV has a diameter of 0.8 m, weighs less than
4 kg and can handle a payload of 1.6 kg with about 20 min of
flight autonomy. DRELIO is equipped with a collapsible frame so
it can be folded back for easy transportation and with a parachute
rescue system to ensure a soft landing in case of technical prob-
lems. The flight control is run by DJI� iOSD� software and the
onboard flight control system is composed of a GPS and an
autopilot.

A Nikon D700 digital reflex camera with a fixed focal length of
35 mm, taking one 12 Mpix photo (stored in JPEG fine format)
every second in intervalometer mode, is mounted on a one-axis
gimbal allowing forward-pointing of the camera. For data acquisi-
tion on the cliff face, various camera tilting angles (noted a) are
tested in the forward direction. As a flight performed in ‘‘automatic
mode” would not allow to keep the camera oriented toward the
cliff face. When the camera is tilted, the flight is therefore per-
formed in ‘‘assisted mode”, i.e. without programing the drone flight
plan. In such configuration, the UAV trajectory is less smooth than
in ‘‘automatic mode”, the position of the drone being adjusted con-
tinuously during the flight by an operator monitoring the real-time
stream of a low-resolution video camera data that shows the area
being imaged.

For this study, four flights were performed during low tide on
June 21st, 2016, with various acquisition geometries:

- Flight 1: typical flight plan performed in ‘‘automatic mode”
with nadir pointing camera;

- Flight 2: forward-pointing camera tilted at a = 20� off-nadir;
- Flight 3: forward-pointing camera tilted at a = 30� off-nadir;
- Flight 4: forward-pointing camera tilted at a = 40� off-nadir.

With a changing angle from one flight to another, the distance
from the UAV to the cliff face has to be adapted to keep the cliff
face in the imaging field-of-view. The impact of viewing angle is
clearly visible on raw images. Fig. 3 shows an example of the same
portion of the cliff face as captured by a raw image from each flight.

Considering the payload limit, DRELIO cannot be equipped with
precise navigation and positioning equipment. Thus, Ground Con-
trol Points (GCPs) are required for data processing. The GCPs con-
sist of red discs 30 cm in diameter distributed on the beach, near
the cliff top or the cliff foot (Fig. 1d). For this study, 25 circular tar-
gets are distributed and positioned using a differential post-
processed GPS (Topcon HiPer II GNSS receiver). The mean accuracy
of the differential GPS (DGPS) survey is 3 cm horizontally and 4 cm
vertically.



Fig. 1. Location of the site (a), cliff face panorama (b), 2016/06/21 cliff face profiles (c), positions of GCPs for TLS and drone surveys (d).
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As 2.5-Dimensions Digital Elevation Models are not suited for
depicting cliff faces, 3D dense point clouds are used in this study.
The 3D point clouds are derived from photographs using a SfM-
MVS workflow implemented in Agisoft� PhotoScan Professional
(version 1.2) [28]. The following steps are involved in 3D dense
point cloud reconstruction: i) a camera alignment by bundle
adjustment, with detection and matching of tiepoints to compute
the camera parameters; and ii) the computation of the position
of each tiepoint based on stereophotogrammetric equations. The
GCPs are used i) for the self-calibration procedure (i.e. estimating
internal parameters of the camera) and ii) for solving the bundle
adjustment (i.e. estimating external orientation of the camera), so
as to register the 3D reconstruction into a reference coordinates
system (here, RGF93 Lambert 93-IGN69, the official reference sys-
tem in France). The subset of GCPs taken into account for process-
ing varies from one set of photographs (here, one flight) to another
(from 11 to 22 GCPs), all GCPs being not visible on every dataset
and the GCPs being selected in order to minimize the error esti-
mate computed by PhotoScan�.

A Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) survey was acquired simulta-
neously to serve as reference for assessing the quality of the cliff
face reconstruction according to the viewing angle. UAV to TLS
point cloud comparisons are performed using CloudCompare� open
source software. Many other studies [7,29–31] have used a TLS
dataset as the reference for quantitative comparisons, acknowledg-
ing that it may also have bias. The TLS survey was carried out using
a Riegl� VZ-400 TLS, with a vertical and horizontal angular resolu-
tion of 0.04�. The high-resolution point cloud is georeferenced indi-
rectly, using 16 reflective targets. The absolute position of these
targets is measured by a total station (Trimble� M3) while their
relative position in the point cloud is obtained by semi-
automatic detection in the TLS point cloud and re-scanning at very
fine spatial resolution. The transformation providing the best fit
between absolute and relative positions of the targets is computed
by a least square algorithm. The residual error of this georeferenc-
ing process is of 1.25 cm for both TLS stations.

4. Results

The cliff face reconstructions provided by SfM-photogrammetry
from UAV photographs are compared for the different flights. Fig. 4
shows the coloured dense point clouds obtained with each viewing
angle. As flights with tilting camera have been performed without
automatic flight plan, the spatial extent of the reconstructed sur-



Fig. 2. DRELIO 10 hexacopter platform with tilted camera for photogrammetric surveys of the cliff face.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the same portion of the cliff face situated on the eastern part of the studied area depicted on the raw photographs collected with the different
acquisition geometries (see the positions of the points A and B marking out the selected cliff portion on Fig. 1b): Flight 1 with nadir pointing camera (a), Flight 2 with forward-
pointing camera tilted at a = 20� off-nadir (b), Flight 3 with a = 30� off-nadir (c) and Flight 4 with a = 40� (d).
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face varies from one flight to another. The cliff height is changing in
alongshore direction (from a fewmeters near the dry valley of Petit
Ailly to 50 m height) and certain portions of the upper cliff section
have not been captured in the photographs of the tilted-imaging
flights due to a sub-optimal UAV trajectory (e.g. on Flight 3 or on
the left part of Flight 4 as shown by Fig. 4). For a consistent com-
parison, the UAV datasets are cropped according to the spatial cov-
erage of the TLS dataset, as depicted by the red box on Fig. 4. From
this point forward, this study is exclusively focused on this com-
parison zone.

Table 1 compiles some characteristics of the SfM reconstruc-
tions for each flight. There are two main reasons for the holes (gaps
with no data) within the reconstructed surfaces: i) missing por-
tions of the cliff not captured during the surveys for Flight 3 and
Flight 4 due to a sub-optimal UAV trajectory (see Fig. 4) or ii) occlu-
sions of some parts of the cliff face due to the low incidence angle
of the photographs. This latter effect is particularly noticeable for
Flight 1 and to a lesser extent for Flight 2 (see Fig. 4). The tiepoint
distributions are shown in Fig. 5. The number and density of tie-
points vary significantly from one flight to another. As expected,
the number of tiepoints is low (0.7 tiepoint/m2) for Flight 1. The
dense point cloud resulting from Flight 1 (2 584 935 points) counts
about half as much points than the dense point clouds of Flights 2,
3 and 4. When compared to TLS point cloud, the cliff face recon-
struction for Flight 1 presents a RMS error of 11.7 cm. Now com-
paring the 3 tilted-imaging flights, surprisingly the tiepoint
density for Flight 2 is more than twice the tiepoint density
obtained for Flights 3 and 4. Nevertheless, for Flights 3 and 4, the
tiepoint distribution is rather homogeneous (Fig. 5) and the lower
number of tiepoints compared to Flight 2 does not affect the cliff
face reconstruction. Indeed, the number of points in both resulting
dense point clouds is quite similar for these three flights and the



Fig. 4. Comparison of the whole dense point clouds reconstructed by SfM photogrammetry for the different flights. The red box depicts the spatial coverage of the TLS dataset
used for the following comparisons. The dashed line indicates the position of the cliff top.

Table 1
Characteristics of the SfM reconstructions (on the comparison zone depicted in Fig. 4)
and quantitative comparison to the TLS point cloud.
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precision obtained relatively to TLS point cloud are of the same
order of magnitude, with an RMS error of 5.5 cm for Flight 2,
5.9 cm for Flight 3 and 4.9 cm for Flight 4.

Apart from having the lowest point density and missing data
within the reconstructed surface, the 3D reconstructions from
Flight 1 are also affected by artifacts caused by the low incidence
angle of the photographs. As shown in Fig. 6, these artifacts consist
in variations in point density following a pattern of stripes parallel
to each other with an approximate ‘‘wavelength” (distance from
one stripe to the next) varying between 52 and 59 cm.
Overall, despite the disparities in tiepoint density, the accuracy
of the reconstruction is very similar for Flights 2, 3 and 4. Still, the
tilting angle does have an impact in certain specific configurations,
such as overhanging surface (i.e. with negative slope) (Fig. 7). As
expected, for Flight 1, where the mean point cloud density is only
72.6 points/m2 (Table 2), the cliff surface cannot be reconstructed
because of large holes. Some small occlusions are still visible
(Fig. 7b) on the reconstruction obtained for Flight 2 (20� off-
nadir), where the point cloud density is about 801 points/m2. Sur-
prisingly, the occlusions visible on the reconstruction obtained
for Flight 3 are very few and very small (Fig. 7c) ; yet, with
728 points/m2, the point cloud density is lower than for Flight 2.
Perhaps the spatial distribution of the points is more homogeneous
for Flight 3, even if they are less numerous. With a tilting angle of
40�, Flight 4 has the best 3D reconstruction (Fig. 7d) and the best
mean point cloud density (867 points/m2 – Table 2) over the
selected overhanging portion of the cliff face.
5. Discussion

5.1. Impact of the cliff slope on the reconstruction

Up to that point, this article has mostly dealt with ‘‘viewing
angle” (i.e. the angle between the camera line of sight and the
nadir), whereas the key parameter is rather the ‘‘angle of inci-
dence” (i.e. the angle between the ray incident on the cliff face
and the normal to the cliff face). The angle of incidence mainly
depends on the viewing angle and the cliff slope. But the viewing
angle is a parameter that can be set before the flight and which
remains steady during the survey, whereas the cliff slope is a priori
unknown and varies spatially. The impact of the cliff slope is there-
fore studied empirically, as an environmental constraint.

Between 20� and 40� off-nadir, the tilting angle of the camera
seems to have a limited impact on the quality of the cliff face



Fig. 5. Tiepoint distribution over the comparison zone for the different flights.
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reconstruction, except on overhanging areas (Tables 1 and 2).
However, the patchy distribution of tiepoints, especially pro-
nounced for Flight 2 (Fig. 5), suggests that tiepoint distribution is
not only impacted by the imaging angle but also by the cliff slope.
To test the effect of cliff slope on the quality of the 3D reconstruc-
tion according to the viewing angle, cliff slope has been computed
and classified according to four ranges: i) 80��90�, ii) 70��80�, iii)
60��70� and iv) lower than 60� (Fig. 8). Comparing Figs. 5 and 8,
some visual correlations can be identified between cliff slope and
tiepoint distribution. For instance, zones with tiepoints for Flight
1 correspond to the lowest slopes. Fig. 9 summarizes the densities
of tiepoints and point clouds obtained for the different configura-
tions of viewing angles (Flights 1 to 4) and for each class of cliff
slope. As expected, Flight 1 is all the more effective as cliff slopes
are low. Tiepoint density is ranges from 0.1 points/m2 for cliff slope
between 80� and 90� to 0.9 points/m2 for cliff slope lower than 60�.
For all cliff slope classes, point cloud density is lower for Flight 1
than for other imaging angles. Flight 2 also yields the best results
in tiepoint detection for cliff slope lower than 80�. The pronounced
maximum in the density of tie points does not occur below 60� as
in Flight 1 but between 60� and 80�, with up to 3.5 points/m2 for
cliff slope between 70� and 80� and 3.4 points/m2 for cliff slope
between 60� and 70�. For Flights 3 and 4, tiepoint density does
not vary much for the different classes of cliff slope (respectively
from 1.1 to 1.3 points/m2 for Flight 3 and from 0.8 to 1.0 points/
m2 for Flight 4). Surprisingly, tiepoint detection is globally less
effective for Flights 3 and 4 than for Flight 2. Nevertheless, except
for nadir imaging, the density of the point clouds remains roughly
of the same order of magnitude for the different cliff slopes and for
the different tilting angles (Flights 2, 3 and 4). Cliff slope has only a
limited effect on the quality of the 3D reconstruction for off-nadir
viewing angles.
5.2. Factors impacting tiepoints detection

Considering the noticeable differences between Flights 2, 3 and
4, this comparison suggests that cliff slope and camera viewing
angles are not the only parameters having an effect on the cliff face
reconstruction process. Point cloud reconstruction is mainly
affected by the effectiveness of tiepoint detection. Three main fac-
tors have been identified as likely to have an influence on tiepoint
detection:

i) Firstly, the overlapping of the photographs on the cliff face
impacts tiepoint detection. Image overlap (Fig. 10) depends
on the spatial coverage of the photographs and therefore
of the imaging angle in relation to the cliff slope. For
instance, for Flight 1 (Fig. 10a), the viewing angle is nearly
parallel to the cliff face, so the footprint of the photographs
on the cliff face is very limited. But overlapping also depends
on the flight characteristics, like the speed of the UAV and
the distance to the cliff, which affect the ground coverage
of images. To quantify the degree of overlapping of the pho-
tographs for a survey, an ‘‘effective overlap” parameter (i.e.
the mean number of matched photographs capturing each
tiepoint in the sparse point cloud) is computed for the com-
parison zone and for the whole survey (Table 3). The effec-
tive overlap on the cliff face increases with the off-nadir
angle, from 3.19 for Flight 1 to 11.54 for Flight 4.

ii) Another factor likely to affect the tiepoint detection is the
resolution of the photographs on the cliff face. The spatial
resolution is mainly influenced by the distance between
the UAV and the cliff face and by the angle of incidence.
The smaller features or texture variations are no longer cap-
tured when the drone flies further away from the cliff face



Fig. 6. Comparison of the texture restitution zooming on a portion of the cliff face (yellow rectangle of the top figure) a) for Flight 1 with nadir pointing camera versus b) for
Flight 4 with forward-pointing camera tilted at a = 40� off-nadir. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

Fig. 7. Comparison of the dense point clouds on an overhanging portion of the cliff face (blue rectangle on the top figure) for the different flight configurations.
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Table 2
Quantitative comparison of the reconstruction of the
overhanging surface depicted in Fig. 7.

Point cloud density (pts/m2)

Flight 1 (nadir) 72.6
Flight 2 (20�) 801.1
Flight 3 (30�) 728.0
Flight 4 (40�) 867.1
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and the image resolution decreases, so they cannot be
detected as tiepoints anymore. As the flights are not per-
formed in ‘‘automatic mode” and because of variations in
cliff heights, the UAV-cliff face distance varies during a flight.
A mean distance between the UAV and the cliff face summit
Fig. 8. Classification

Fig. 9. Influence of the cliff slope on the quality of
is computed (Table 3). The UAV-cliff face distance ranges
from 46 m to 76 m for tilted-imaging flights and is 72 m
for Flight 1.

iii) Finally, variations in cliff face illumination due to cloud
cover variability can also have a significant impact on tie-
point detection. Due to the north-facing orientation of the
cliff face, it is when the cloud cover decreases that the cliff
face appears darker because it is then in its own shadow.
Low light levels tend to make tiepoints detection more diffi-
cult on the photographs. As an example, on the cliff portion
depicted in Fig. 3, the luminosity on the cliff face is of 53.7%
for Flight 1, 48.8% for Flight 2, 49.8% for Flight 3 and only
40.0% for Flight 4 (Table 3). It can be assumed that the tie-
points detection for Flight 4 would have been more effective
with higher luminosity on the cliff face.
of the cliff slope.

reconstruction for the various viewing angles.



Fig. 10. Configuration of the image overlap on the cliff face in the comparison zone.

Table 3
Comparison of other acquisition parameters likely to affect the tiepoint detection. Luminosity has been measured on the cliff portion shown in Fig. 3 (between sections A and B).
Effective overlap is computed on the cliff face over the comparison zone and for the whole survey using raw images (with top of the cliff and beach). Mean distance is computed
for the comparison zone between the UAV position and the cliff face summit.

Effective overlap Mean distance of the UAV
to the cliff face summit

Luminosity (measured on
the cliff portion in Fig. 3)

Flight 1 (nadir) Comparison zone: 3.19
whole survey: 7.95

72 m 53.7%

Flight 2 (20� off-nadir) Comparison zone: 5.96
whole survey: 7.01

46 m 48.8%

Flight 3 (30� off-nadir) Comparison zone: 6.58
whole survey: 11.23

64 m 49.8%

Flight 4 (40� off-nadir) Comparison zone: 11.54
whole survey: 13.52

76 m 40.0%
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We propose that tiepoint detection is less effective for Flight 3
than for Flight 2 because of the larger mean distance of the UAV
to the cliff face summit and the lower image overlap on the eastern
portion (Fig. 10c), and that tiepoint detection is less effective for
Flight 4 than for Flight 2 because of the larger mean distance of
the UAV to the cliff face summit and the lower luminosity on the
cliff face, the latter being detrimental to tiepoint detection.

In addition, other parameters, inherent to the study area, can
influence the process of cliff face reconstruction, and particularly
tiepoint detection. Indeed, the image matching is based on local
invariant feature detection [32], such as SIFT descriptor [33], Harris
[34] or SURF descriptors [35]. Nevertheless, the algorithm actually
used in PhotoScan� is not publicly known [36]. These descriptors
are scale and rotation invariant and partially intensity and contrast
change invariant [32]. As a consequence, the surface roughness
(likely to create shadows), the colors of the rock face and the
resulting color contrast, the presence of vegetation (depending
itself on the cliff slope and on the substratum), etc. can also impact
on tiepoint detection. Furthermore, depending on the viewing
angle, the SfM reconstruction process can be more or less impacted
by geometrical distortions [7,37]. Considering the number and
diversity of involved parameters, it is difficult to further assess
their individual impact on the SfM process of cliff face
reconstruction.
6. Guidelines for flight parameterization

With the development of UAVs with retractable landing system
and 3-axis gimbal, it will soon be possible to perform flights with
an across-track pointing camera using the automatic mode of the
autopilot. With such UAVs, flights can to be planned so as to find
a good trade-off between viewing angle, limitation of occlusion
effects, spatial resolution on the cliff face and flight safety (flying
too close to the cliff face exposes to local wind effects as well as
loss of GPS signal).
In this perspective, we propose some guidelines and abacuses to
assist in UAV flight parameterization for alongshore cliff face mon-
itoring. The following calculations are done for various camera
configurations: 35 mm or 24 mm focal length, a CCD sensor of
35.9 mm � 24 mm and 6 Mpix, 12 Mpix, 20 Mpix or 32 Mpix
images. As we consider alongshore surveys, we choose to capture
the whole cliff height in a single photograph centered at mid-cliff
height. The UAV will follow a cliff-parallel trajectory (Fig. 11a),
where the distance D of the UAV to the cliff face and the UAV flight
height H, which are the convenient variables for programing way-
points in the UAV autopilot, will be selected to optimize the view-
ing angle and more generally the point cloud reconstruction
process. These variables D and H are linked via the tilting angle a
of the camera, following the Eq. (1):

D ¼ H � tana� HCliff

2
tan

p
2
� a

� �
ð1Þ

with:

D: Horizontal distance between the UAV and the cliff face
a: camera pointing angle
Hcliff: height of the cliff

Given the choice of a single flyover, the angle a and the cliff
height Hcliff define an axis oblique to the cliff that we call R-axis
(Fig. 11a). The range along the R-axis (i.e., the position of the
drone), and thus the selected D–H pair, is mainly chosen according
to the expected image resolution. As previously mentioned, the
distance to the cliff face can also be impacted by safety constraints,
and the flight height can be limited by flight regulations for exam-
ple. The abacus in Fig. 11b presents possible D–H pairs for various
configurations of camera viewing angle and cliff height. Fig. 11c
shows the mean spatial resolution obtained for various configura-
tions of the viewing angles and cameras as a function of D (UAV-
cliff distance), following the Eq. (2):



Fig. 11. Schematic configuration diagram of UAV alongshore survey of cliff face (a) and abacuses to find the best trade-off between distance to the cliff face and flight height
(b) and between distance to the cliff face and image resolution (c) for various configurations of camera viewing angles (a = 20�, 30� and 40�), focal length and image quality (6
Mpix, 12 Mpix, 20 mpix, 32 Mpix).
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rcliff ¼ D� spix
f � sin2 að Þ

ð2Þ

with:

rcliff: image resolution on the cliff face
D: Horizontal distance between the UAV and the cliff face
spix: physical size of the pixel on the CCD sensor
f: focal length
a: camera pointing angle

It has to be noticed that Eq. (2) and Fig. 11 only provide the
mean image resolution, whereas in practice the spatial resolution
decreases from the cliff foot to cliff top. Knowing the required
image resolution, the focal length and the image quality, Fig. 11c
helps to find the appropriate camera angle and distance from the
cliff face and Fig. 11b enables to find the corresponding UAV flight
height.
7. Conclusion

In this study, we assessed the effectiveness of various imaging
angles to perform UAV longshore surveys of a cliff face. Our results
show that surveys with nadir pointing camera are nearly irrele-
vant, particularly for sub-vertical cliffs. In addition, the compar-
isons show that 20�, 30� and 40� off-nadir imaging angles
provide satisfying results in terms of accuracy and texture restitu-
tion, higher tilting angles being more relevant for sub-vertical or
overhanging parts of the cliff.
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This study also highlights that imaging angle and cliff slope are
not the only parameters impacting the SfM-photogrammetric pro-
cess of cliff face reconstruction. The effectiveness of tiepoint detec-
tion also appears to be a key parameter. The tests presented in this
article indicate that tiepoint detection is influenced by the pho-
tographs overlap, the distance between the UAV and the cliff face
(and thus, the spatial resolution of the photographs) and the illu-
mination of the cliff face. It is difficult to identify a priori which
parameters have most impact on cliff face reconstruction and the
extent to which they can affect diachronic comparisons of dense
point clouds for the purpose of monitoring coastal erosion. Future
work could be focused on the identification of other proxies than
precision to estimate the reliability of dense point clouds obtained
by SfM-photogrammetry.
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